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but it’s hard to get
started with Zope
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interfaces
the CA
security
ZCML
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many different APIs
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many different ways
of doing things
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there’s no
“easing into Zope”
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want to drink
the Zope kool-aid

in sips
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perceptions
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beginners
start with

the UI

perception #1
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As a Python programmer, I’m used to scratching all sorts of software itches. After all, Python lowers 
the bar for solving many day-to-day problems. Over Christmas, I finally found the time to play 
around with my own version of a piece of crappy desktop software I have to use in university. It was 
the first GUI desktop application in years for me. Guess where I started: the backend? I sure didn’t. I 
started with the UI!

Most beginners start with the UI? Why? Because every little success is immediately rewarded. You 
can literally see your application grow!



XML for
configuration

is wildly unpopular

perception #2
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Pointy brackets are great -- for data exchange formats. It’s really easy, for example, to create 
powerful tool chains for XML data with almost no effort. ZCML doesn’t fit that profile for two 
reasons, though:
- ZCML is not a data exchange format, it’s a configuration language
- ZCML is typically not processed by a lot of other tools; it’s written by hand(!) and then processed 
by Zope. That’s it.

Of course, the choice of making ZCML an XML dialect is arbitrary (and due to technical and 
historical reasons). We could actually use Python as the configuration language.



many people
prefer

conventions

perception #3
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After all, many people, especially we, like Python and Python is full of conventions. Heck, even Zope 
3 is full of them. We have coding conventions, naming conventions for modules, packages, and 
interfaces, testing conventions, etc. etc.

In fact, people not only like conventions. I think they actually prefer them over repetition or 
guessing.



repetition
stops you from

doing exciting stuff

perception #4
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Sometimes you can't see the forest because you're busy looking at the trees.



mission statement
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Where have we heard that lately, huh? ;)



convention
over

configuration
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Where have we heard that lately, huh? ;)
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ZCML makes you repeat yourself a lot. How often do you have to refer to a class, to an interface, 
etc.? Can’t it just understand that all these things belong together? The patterns are the same most 
of the time anyway.



don’t
repeat

yourself
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ZCML makes you repeat yourself a lot. How often do you have to refer to a class, to an interface, 
etc.? Can’t it just understand that all these things belong together? The patterns are the same most 
of the time anyway.
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The line between magic and automation is often quite fine. What I call magic are things like 
Acquisition. While clearly based on a simple algorithm, the outcome of Acquisition can sometimes 
be so unpredictable that it seems like magic. Also, acquisition is always there, no matter what.

Grok’s approach is what I’d like to call automation. Grok let’s you explicitly configure everything, 
but if you adhere to a certain (hopefully intuitive) convention, you don’t have to. So Grok really is 
just automating a few things you’d otherwise have to type while the amount of guessing that Grok 
has to do for that is always limited.
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not

magic
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rules
provide

predictability
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goals
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make Zope 3
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more agile
easier to learn

funner

make Zope 3
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beginners shouldn’t have to worry about
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what the CA is
interfaces
security

beginners shouldn’t have to worry about
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stop repetition
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no more
stating

the obvious

stop repetition
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prevent context-switching
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no
ZCML

necessary

prevent context-switching
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Grok’s ultimate goal is to lower the bar for newbies to get into Zope 3.



what’s “grok”?
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“Grok means to understand so 
thoroughly that the observer 

becomes a part of the observed
—to merge, blend, intermarry, 

lose identity in group 
experience.”
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grok understands your code right away, no need to tell the framework about configuration.



grok
understands
your code
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grok understands your code right away, no need to tell the framework about configuration.



and
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Even more important, grok is intended to be predictable and understandable without learning a lot 
of concepts rightaway.



you
understand

grok
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Even more important, grok is intended to be predictable and understandable without learning a lot 
of concepts rightaway.



ME
GROK

CAVEMAN
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artwork by felicia faassen-wong
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Any resemblance to Martijn Faassen is purely coincidental.



getting started
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object publishing
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http://host.com/todos/buy-groceries/edit
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class TodoList(grok.Application, grok.Container):
    pass
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class TodoList(grok.Application, grok.Container):
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http://host.com/todos/buy-groceries/edit

class TodoList(grok.Application, grok.Container):
    pass

class TodoItem(grok.Model):
    pass

class Edit(grok.EditForm):
    grok.context(TodoItem)

    ...
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but first let’s do “Hello World”
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• $ easy_install grokproject

• $ grokproject HelloWorld

• ...

• Enter module (Name of a demo Python module placed into the package) ['app.py']: 

• Enter user (Name of an initial administrator user): admin

• Enter passwd (Password for the initial administrator user): secret

• ...

Unix
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grokproject is a PasteScript-based tool to create self-contained grok sandboxes with just one 
command. It will download and install Zope 3 and grok into the project area that we tell it to create 
(in this case “HelloWorld”).

You can also now use grokproject --with-zope3=/path/to/zope to point to an existing Zope 3.3.x 
installation or subversion checkout.



Hello World
(plain text)

39



• import grok

• class HelloWorld(grok.Application, grok.Container):
•     pass

• class Index(grok.View):
•     grok.context(HelloWorld)
•     grok.name('index')
•     grok.require('zope.Public')

•     def render(self):
•         self.response.setHeader('Content-Type',
•                                 'text/plain')
•         return "Hello World!"

app.py

40

grok already creates a dummy app.py module for us. It contains the code coloured in white. When 
we start Zope right after executing grokproject, we can add a HelloWorld application at http://
localhost:8080, but that’s it. We can’t do much with it.

In order to actually display “Hello World!”, we’ll have to write a view. This is what the green/yellow 
part is about. We’ll use the grok.View base class for the view implementation. Thanks to Grok’s 
assumed defaults, we can save a couple of lines of configuration directives:

- the HelloWorld class will be chosen as the context class because it’s a Model or Container in the 
same module
- the name that it will be registered as is ‘index’ because it’s the lower case of the  class name is 
‘Index’ (and ‘index’ is the default view name for objects).
- the permission that it will be protected with is ‘zope.Public’ because that’s Grok’s default.

We implement the render() method to compute the view’s output in Python.
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• import grok

• class HelloWorld(grok.Application, grok.Container):
•     pass

• grok.templatedir('app_templates')

• class Index(grok.View):
•     grok.context(HelloWorld)
•     grok.name('index')
•     grok.require('zope.Public')
•     grok.template('index')

app.py

42

The actual rendering of the view now happens in a template that’s associated with the view class. 
We keep the view class around as a declarative statement that there actually exists a view called 
‘index’ for HelloWorld.

Grok looks for the template by default in ‘<module_name>_templates’. It uses the class’s name 
(lower case) to find the template in the template directory.
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• <html><body>
•   <p>Hello World!</p>
• </body></html>

app_templates/index.pt

43

This template is associated with the Index view class in app.py because

- it is placed into the app_templates directory (<modulename>_templates)
- its filename is index.pt (<viewname>.pt)

It will be used instead of a view’s render() method (if you supply both a render() method and a 
template, Grok will give you an error complaining that you should make up your mind as to whether 
this should be a template-based view or not).



TodoList application
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Here I’m explaining the TodoList application I did in my screencast: http://www.archive.org/details/
grok_todo_part1



how grok works
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• <grok:grok package="todolist" />

• grok.grok('todolist')

46

When you tell grok to look at a package, it will get a directory listing of all the modules inside the 
package and look into each module.



todolist 
package

__init__.py

app.py

todoitem.py

...

• <grok:grok package="todolist" />

• grok.grok('todolist')
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When you tell grok to look at a package, it will get a directory listing of all the modules inside the 
package and look into each module.



todoitem.py
module

class TodoItem(grok.Model)

class Index(grok.View)

class Edit(grok.EditForm)

class Tags(grok.Annotation)

...

47

In each module, it will find various classes such as a view class inheriting from grok.View. It will 
take a look at each class and find a “grokker” that’s responsible for it.

The grokker decides what to do with this class. Views should be registered as multi-adapters; they 
should also be given security declarations. So before doing this, the grokker has to figure out a few 
things:

- the view’s context
- the view’s name
- whether it uses render() or an associate template
- the view’s permission

If the view doesn’t specify this explicitly using grok.context(), grok.name(), etc., the grokker will 
assume a default:

- context: the one and only grok.Model or grok.Container subclass in the same module
- name: lower case of the class name
- permission: public by default
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class Index(grok.View)

context

name

template / render()

require

....
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ViewGrokker

48

Once the grokker has gathered all the necessary information, it can do whatever it needs to do with 
the class. The ViewGrokker ends up registered them as multi-adapters in the component registry 
(just like browser:page ends up doing).



Component Architecture
registerAdapter(...)

ViewGrokker
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ModelGrokker
ViewGrokker

AdapterGrokker
...
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Grok has grokkers for pretty much every base class that it provides. Naturally, the AdapterGrokker 
makes sure that grok.Adapter subclasses get registered as adapters, etc.
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0.9 features
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simple admin UI
basic tutorial

website

0.9 features
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1.0 features
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skins
extended tutorial

complete reference

1.0 features
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post 1.0 features
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instant reload
SQLAlchemy

other templates (genshi, ...)

post 1.0 features
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how you can help
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build apps
give feedback

write docs (reference)

how you can help
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http://grok.zope.org
http://cheeseshop.python.org/pypi/grok
http://launchpad.net/grok
http://archive.org (search for “grok zope”)

grok-dev@zope.org 

irc.freenode.net #grok 

more info...
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questions?
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Features & Benefits

* Hands-on approach to the Component Architecture with many 
interactive interpreter sessions.

* All concepts and features are continuously accompanied by an example
application.

* Summaries after each section allow easy review.

* Special sections for Zope 2/CMF developers who want to use Zope 3 
features in Zope 2.

* API and ZCML reference included.
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Web Component
Development with Zope 3 
Zope is a powerful Python web application platform for developing complex
web applications rapidly and collaboratively. Zope 2, especially in combina-
tion with the Content Management Framework (CMF), has been the basis
of several successful open source content management systems such as
Plone. With version 3, Zope has been rebuilt on top of a Component Archi-
tecture that combines the best ideas available from modern web platforms.
This book focuses on Zope 3, though it also addresses the needs of Zope 2
developers who want to use Zope 3 features as they are backported into
the Zope 2 platform. First, the key concepts of Zope and its Component
Architecture are introduced. Each of Zope’s capabilities is demonstrated by
building a sample application and then extending it with more features. The
book is targeted towards all developers familiar with web technologies such
as HTTP, (X)HTML and XML, and Zope’s implementation language itself:
Python.
Now in its second edition, the book has been overhauled completely. It has
been adapted to the changes and new features in Zope 3 since its first re-
lease. The new edition also makes it easier to get started with Zope, incor-
porating input and suggestions from Zope 3 experts and newcomers.

With a foreword by Phillip J. Eby.
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